Applied Philology (Russian as a Foreign Language)
"The program Philology, specialization “Applied Philology in English” is aimed
at training highly qualified philologists-specialists in the field of English,
Russian as a foreign, Italian languages, capable of carrying out professional
pedagogical, scientific, analytical, organizational and translation activities in
Russian, English, Italian. Within the framework of the program, the necessary
competencies provided for by the state standard are formed. The graduate can
successfully carry out communicative, pedagogical and research activities
using the studied Russian and foreign languages.
In the modern world, in which the integration of cultures is the mainstream of
politics in most countries, multilingualism is an integral part of a successful
career."
In brief about the program
The learning is focused on a comprehensive, coordinated development of
several languages (Russian as a foreign, English and Italian, there is also an
opportunity to learn an additional foreign language as a part of additional
educational programs). A unique characteristic of learning is the comparative
aspect of the studying languages and cultures.
There are wide opportunities for the language practice with native speakers
of the studied foreign languages at the Russian Language Institute and the
opportunity to participate in scientific and sociocultural events and projects.
A large part of the learning is devoted to the study of linguoculturological and
practical disciplines. One of the requirements of professionalism is knowledge
of the laws of communication. On that basis mutual understanding between
representatives of different linguistic and cultural communities can be
achieved. Effective communication, the ability to find a common language and
achieve professional goals are the important components of applied philology.
Education in this profile is designed for those who want to find their place in a
society built on effective management and innovative solutions.
The main educational program includes fundamental courses relating to the
system and history of the studied languages and cultures, as well as practiceoriented author courses. These courses are aimed at the formation of specific
skills necessary for the graduate's further professional activities.

Integrated studying of languages and philological disciplines allows to form
the ability to speak and write fluently, competently, in accordance with
regulatory requirements, in the languages studied; work with the text, know
the laws of its construction and impact on the reader; to develop skills for
creating independent texts.

Key disciplines











Russian as a foreign language
Methodology of teaching Russian as a foreign language
Russian language in functional aspect
History of Russian Culture
Workshops on the culture of speech communication (English)
Comparative Linguistics and Contrasting Linguistics
History of Russian literature
Russian literature in the context of world culture
Innovative technologies for teaching Russian as a foreign language
The conceptosphere of the Russian world

